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ABSTRACT 

 

Heart disease is among the most difficult diseases, and it affects a lot of individuals all over 

the world. Early and accurate heart illness identification is vital in the world of medicine, 

particularly in the field of cardiology. Lower mortality rates could arise from the prevention 

or treatment of heart disease in the early stages. It takes more accuracy, perfection, and 

correctness to diagnose and predict heart-related disorders. Finding the greatest 

ML algorithm that can effectively predict cardiac disease is the system's major goal. We 

employed five hybrid classifiers, including the Decision Tree (DT), the Random Forest 

(RF), the Gradient Boosting Method (GBM), the Support Vector Machine (SVM), and the 

k-nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN). We have utilized the Univariate feature selection 

technique to choose key features. Moreover, we calculate F1 Score (F1), Precision (PRE), 

and Accuracy (ACC). The findings revealed that, when Univariate is taken into account, 

the RF classification algorithm achieves a comparably greater accuracy of roughly 98.31% 

than others. Thus, we discovered a relatively basic machine learning approach that may be 

utilized to create highly accurate heart disease prediction. In order to determine which 

attributes are more important in the model results, the chosen 08 features are also utilized 

to examine the model results for "interpretability".
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Foremost severe and life-threatening disease affecting mankind has long been thought to 

be cardiovascular disease. Among the key developments in the study of disease 

transmission in the twentieth century was the discovery of risk factors that raise the 

incidence of heart disease. The identification of heart illness is essential to the healthcare 

system, particularly in the discipline of cardiology. Nowadays, the vast majority of patients 

pass away because their illnesses are discovered too late due to instrument inaccuracy, 

necessitating the knowledge of more effective algorithms for prediction and diagnosis. 

There are several tests needed to predict cardiac disease. Misleading projections could be 

caused by even a healthcare team that lacks experience. The development of analytical 

models is automated via a technique for data analysis known as machine learning. An 

effective testing tool is machine learning, which is based on training and testing. 

Throughout this work, we introduced a machine learning-based method that is effective 

and accurate at predicting cardiovascular illness. Throughout this research work, we 

employ biological features as testing data. additionally, sex, age, fasting blood sugar (FBS), 

chest pain (cp), ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest (old peak), exercise-

induced angina (exang), resting electrocardiographic results (Restecg), slope, and Several 

major vessels colored by fluoroscopy (ca). heart status(thal), maximum heart rate achieved 

(thalach), cholesterol (chol). On that basis, comparisons are made between algorithms' 

accuracy. For example, in this project, we employed five algorithms: decision tree, random 

forest, k-neighbor, gradient boost, and support vector machine. The accuracy of five 

different machine learning algorithms is measured in this study, and the result is used to 

determine which strategy is the most accurate. As demonstrated by recent studies we used 

14 attributes to make the prediction accurate and dependable. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Early detection and prevention of heart disease can significantly improve patient outcomes 

as it is the main cause of mortality worldwide. By analyzing vast volumes of data and 

discovering patterns that might not be immediately obvious to human analysts, machine 

learning techniques have the potential to completely transform how we anticipate and treat 

cardiac disease. In order to implement preventative measures or start treatment earlier in 

the illness process, healthcare providers can better identify at-risk individuals by using 

machine learning to forecast cardiac disease. By avoiding the need for expensive and 

resource-intensive therapies, this can not only enhance patient outcomes but also lessen the 

overall strain on the healthcare system. By automating the examination of huge amounts 

of data, machine learning can also help to increase the efficacy and accuracy of cardiac 

disease prediction. By ensuring that patients receive the best suitable care based on their 

particular requirements and circumstances, this can assist to lessen the subjectivity and bias 

that can occasionally be present in traditional methods of risk assessment. Overall, using 

machine learning to forecast heart disease offers a significant opportunity to advance public 

health and lessen the devastation that this illness does to people and communities all over 

the world. 

 

1.3 Rational of the Study 

In order to improve patient outcomes and lessen the strain on the healthcare system, the 

goal of this project is to evaluate the potential of machine learning approaches to reliably 

and efficiently forecast cardiac disease. The potential for creating and choosing models 

with the highest levels of accuracy and efficiency is one of the consequences of study in 

this area. The development of methodologies and approaches for diagnosing cardiac 

disease has been accelerated by recent improvements in machine learning tools and 

algorithms. This issue has been addressed using a variety of strategies, including 

classification, clustering, and others. The following classifier techniques were utilized in 

this study: 1. Random Forest (RF), 2. Support Vector Machine (SVM), 3. Decision Tree 

(DT), 4. Gradient Boost (GB), and 5. Extreme Gradient Boost (XGB). This prediction 

system was created using a five-classifier approach. There have already been numerous 

studies on various machine learning methods. We selected two less well-liked ways in 

addition to three of the most popular methods: DT, RF, and KNN (SVM and GB). The DT, 

RF, and KNN algorithms were expected to be significantly more accurate than other 

techniques, according to past studies. In addition, a few tests showed that GB is capable of 

producing very good results with extremely high Accuracy. Generally speaking, We looked 

at past models to see what would be missing from the present study in this area because we 

need to update it. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

This research focuses on the issue of machine learning-assisted automated prediction of 

heart disease. These are the problems: 

● Is there a way to improve machine learning such that it produces better results? 

● Can we employ well-known machine learning methods like classifiers, and what 

feature selection methods can we alter to enhance our efforts? 

1.5 Expected Outcome 

● A machine learning technique that predicts the outcome while accurately 

identifying the illness from the diagnosis information. 

● Effectively recognizes a variety of disease-related attributes. 

1.6 Report Layout 

Chapter 1 

The motivations behind our endeavor, the goals we set for ourself, and the typical outcomes 

of our effort were all reviewed in this section. 

Chapter 2 

The theoretical foundations of our research have been discussed in this area, along with 

relevant papers, investigations, the breadth, depth, and size of the challenges. 

Chapter 3 

We discuss our study's topic and the tool we're utilizing in addition. 

as our method for gathering data, statistical evaluation, and potential the use of our 

findings. 

Chapter 4 

The findings of our study studies, an inferential statistic, and a summary are presented 

below. 

Chapter 5 

This area includes a further investigation procedure as well as a summary of the prediction 

and conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Terminologies 

Here are some of the terms used in this article to talk about using machine learning to 

predict heart disease: 

 

Heart disease: 

A term used to describe a range of cardiac conditions, including coronary artery disease, 

heart failure, and heart attacks. 

Risk factors: 

Factors like high blood pressure, high cholesterol, smoking, and diabetes that make a 

person more likely to develop heart disease. 

Machine learning: 

Artificial intelligence technique that allows computers to learn new ideas from data without 

explicit programming. An algorithm is a set of guidelines or procedures for resolving a 

certain issue or carrying out a task. 

Prediction: 

A prediction regarding a situation or result that is supported by historical data or statistical 

research. 

Classification: 

An exercise in machine learning where a model is trained to categorize or label a particular 

input data point. 

Regression: 

An exercise in machine learning where a model is taught to forecast a continuous numerical 

output based on a collection of input features. 
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Data pre-processing: 

Preparing raw data for analysis or for use in machine learning models is known as data 

preprocessing. To make raw data more suitable for analysis or modeling, it is frequently 

necessary to pre-process it because it is frequently insufficient, inconsistent, or noisy. 

 

2.2 Literature Review 

Among the leading causes of death around the world is heart disease. When there are no 

blanks, duplicates, or unnecessary data in the data, medical informatics diagnoses go more 

quickly and easily. The process of choosing a pertinent feature from the original features 

in accordance with a predetermined condition is known as feature selection. 

The major objective of the suggested system, according to Hager Ahmed [1], is to 

determine the best algorithm for machine learning that accurately predicts heart illness. To 

choose significant features from the dataset, two different features selection algorithms: 

single feature selection and relief are applied. To improve accuracy, we use cross-

validation and hyperparameter tuning with machine learning. They compared Decision 

Trees, Support Vector Machines, Random Forest Classifiers, and Logistic Regression 

Classifiers with Selected Features and Complete Features, four different distinct machine 

learning techniques. The random forest classification model outperformed the other 

models, with a data accuracy rate of 94.9%. 

Ritu Aggarwal [10] Using a person's clinically determined history, the authors of this 

research suggest a coronary heart disease data set analysis technique for estimating the risk 

of human hazard. One of the major advances in epidemiology in the 20th century was the 

discovery of evidence for risk factors that raise the incidence of cardiovascular disease. To 

develop numerous machine learning classifiers for illness prediction, including Gradient 

Boosting Classifier (GB), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree 

(DT), Random Forest (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR). GB has the best accuracy score 

87.61% in the machine learning classifier's performance. 

[11] Irfan Javid According to a 2018 World Heart Federation report, heart disease is the 

primary factor in millions of fatalities that occur annually throughout the world. The 

Cleveland Heart Disease dataset is split into a training set and a testing set, with 20% of 

the testing data and training data set being used to train certain models, and 80% of the 

training set being used at scale. The algorithm is also referred to as a tree-based classifier.  

KNN algorithm is the third classifier that is being offered. The first classifier random forest 

test was run on the dataset so that the approach never crossed in order to explore unseen 

data prediction. RF outperforms all other algorithms, with an accuracy rate of 83.6%. The 

ability to detect heart illness early is crucial for lifesaving. 
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Dhyan Chandra Yadav [15] The brain controls the blood-related systems in the body 

through the incredibly sensitive and tender heart in our bodies. They employed the Feature 

Selection approach, Machine Learning Tree Based Classifier Algorithms: M5P, Random 

Tree, and Random Forest ensemble method, and decreased error pruning in their paper. 

They also used Pearson Correlation, Recursive Features elimination and Lasso 

Regularization. RFT = Random Forest estimated with best sensitivity and accuracy. There 

is 93.3% accuracy. 

R. Bhuvaneeswari [16] Data classification is a critical process that aids in the diagnosis of 

diseases in the medical field. They use medical data classification machine learning 

methods. Heart disease is a prevalent condition that affects both men and women. Even 

though a number of classifier models have been presented, performance still needs to be 

raised. Above all, the proposed model achieves the best accuracy rate among the compared 

methods in their research with a 95.19 percent accuracy rate. A comparison of various 

classifiers on the Heart Disease Dataset. 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

SL Author Methodology Description Outcome 

1 Ahmed, H., M.G. younis, 

E., Hendawi, A., & 

Abdelmgeid A. Ali, A. 

Two different features 

selection algorithms: 

single feature selection 

and relief are applied 

Predicts cardiac 

disease with a 

high degree of 

accuracy 

The random forest 

classification 

model 

outperformed the 

other models, with 

a data accuracy 

rate of 94.9%. 

2 Aggrawal, R., & Pal, S Six classifiers have been 

used 

To develop 

numerous 

machine learning 

classifiers for 

Heart illness 

prediction 

GB has the best 

accuracy score 

87.61% in the 

machine learning 

classifier's 

performance. 

3 Javid, A. Khalaf, and R. 

Ghazali 

In this paper, they use 

tree-based classifier 

To detect heart 

illness early is 

crucial for 

lifesaving. 

RF outperforms 

all other 

algorithms, with 

an accuracy rate of 

83.6%. 

4 D. C. Yadav and S. Pal Feature Selection 

approach, Machine 

Learning Tree Based 

Classifier Algorithms 

M5P, Random 

Tree, and Random 

Forest ensemble 

method, and 

decreased error 

pruning in their 

RFT = Random 

Forest estimated 

with best 

sensitivity and 
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paper to discover 

heart disease 

accuracy. There is 

93.3% accuracy. 

5 R. Bhuvaneeswari, P. 

Sudhakar, and G. 

Prabakaran 

Medical data 

classification machine 

learning methods. 

Various classifiers 

are used on the 

Heart Disease 

Dataset. 

The best accuracy 

rate among the 

compared methods 

in their research 

with a 95.19 

percent accuracy 

rate. 

 

 

2.3 Comparative Analysis and Summary 

Heart disease prediction has been investigated as a potential use for machine learning 

techniques, specifically univariate feature selection. 

By evaluating each feature's unique contribution to the prediction job, a method known as 

univariate feature selection can be used to choose the most significant features from a 

dataset. For this, statistical tests or ranking formulas like the Chi-squared test or the Mutual 

Information criteria might be used. Univariate Feature Selection has been utilized in a 

number of studies in conjunction with SVM and DT as machine learning methods to predict 

heart disease. These Research have demonstrated how univariate feature selection can 

efficiently pinpoint the characteristics that are crucial for predicting heart disease and raise 

the precision of machine learning models. 

For instance, in a 2015 study that was published in the Journal of Medical Systems, 

univariate feature selection was used to identify the most important traits for heart illness 

prediction in a dataset of 4,440 individuals. Age, blood pressure, cholesterol levels, and 

smoking history were determined to be among the top 10 most crucial characteristics. 

These characteristics allowed the study to predict heart disease with an accuracy of 85.6%. 

Univariate Feature Selection has been shown to be successful at predicting heart disease in 

other studies as well. In a dataset of 303 individuals, the most crucial traits for predicting 

heart disease were found using univariate feature selection, according to a study published 

in the Journal of Biomedical Informatics in 2018. According to the study, age, blood 

pressure, cholesterol levels, and body mass index were the top five factors. The study's 

prediction of heart disease had an accuracy of 82.7% because to these factors. 
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TABLE 2: COMPARISON ANALYSIS WITH PREVIOUS WORK 

Studies Datasets Algorithms Accuracy 

A. Singh and R. Kumar 

[19] 

UCI repository dataset LR 78% 

SVM 83% 

KNN 87% 

DT 79% 

Aggrawal, R., & Pal, S. 

[10] 

Framingham Heart 

study Dataset 

LR 87.48% 

NB 85.61% 

KNN 86.95% 

DT 76.03% 

RF 86.95% 

GBC 87.61% 

Ahmed, H., M.G. 

younis [1] 

Cleveland heart disease 

dataset 2016 

DT 90% 

SVM 88% 

RF 89% 

LR 88.40% 

Beunza, Juan-Jose, et 

al. [22] 

Framingham Heart 

study Dataset 

DT 84% 

RF 84% 

SVM 78% 

NN 71% 

LR 66% 

The approaches 

implemented in this 

thesis 

UCI repository dataset RF 98.31% 

DT 92.43% 

GB 91.03% 

SVM 86.27% 

KNN 81.79% 
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2.4 Scope of the Problem 

The purpose of the issue of heart disease prediction using ML is to create a model that can 

precisely foresee the likelihood of a person developing heart illness based on various risk 

factors such as age, gender, blood pressure, cholesterol levels, and lifestyle factors such as 

diet and exercise. Based on the input data, the model should be able to correctly categorize 

a person as either having a high risk or low risk of acquiring heart disease. To make sure 

the model can generalize well to new, unseen cases, it should be trained on a sizable and 

varied dataset of people with known heart disease status. To make sure the model is 

trustworthy and efficient at predicting the risk of heart disease, it should also be assessed 

using a variety of performance criteria like accuracy, precision, and recall. The ultimate 

objective of this study is to build a tool that will favor medical practitioners to identify 

patients who are at a high risk of getting heart disease so that they can take precautions to 

lessen the possibility that the disease will occur. 

 

2.5 Challenges 

Using machine learning to forecast heart disease is fraught with difficulties, including the 

following: 

1. Data availability and quality: 

Getting a big, diverse dataset of people with known heart disease status to train and test the 

algorithm on is one challenge. The data should also be of a high standard, with accurate 

and thorough information on all potential risk factors for heart disease. 

2. Feature engineering: 

Finding the most pertinent and predictive features to include in the model is another 

difficult task. The input data may need to be carefully chosen and prepped for this, and new 

features may need to be created using feature engineering approaches. 

3. Overfitting and generalization: 

Overfitting the model to the training data must be avoided since this can result in subpar 

performance on brand-new, untainted data. To ensure that the model can generalize 

successfully to new examples, this calls for careful selection of the model architecture and 

hyperparameters as well as the application of techniques like regularization and cross-

validation. 
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4. Class imbalance: 

Since heart illness is a relatively uncommon ailment, the training data may be class-

unbalanced. Because it may be biased towards predicting the more prevalent class, this can 

make it challenging for the model to correctly forecast heart disease in people (i.e. no heart 

disease). In order to handle class imbalance, approaches like oversampling or 

undersampling may be used to balance the classes in the training data. 

5. Ethical and legal considerations: 

The possibility of stigmatizing or discriminating against people who are thought to be at 

high risk is one ethical and legal issue that could be raised by heart disease prediction. To 

ensure that the model is used properly and ethically, it is crucial to take these concerns into 

account and implement the necessary steps. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Subject and Instrumentation 

It is clear that the information is the most crucial aspect of the test. Finding good data and 

a great method or model is a crucial component of our investigation work as specialists. 

We also need to examine comparable exam papers from the past. The choices we'll have 

to make at that point are as follows: 

⮚ What types of data must be obtained? 

⮚ How do we make sure the information we've compiled is accurate? 

⮚ Is each piece's data to be organized consistently? 

⮚ What labels would you propose using for each set of data? 

3.2 Data Collection Procedure 

Predicted values range from 0 to 4, with 1 to 4 representing distinct phases of heart disease 

and 0 representing that the person does not have heart disease. We change all numbers in 

the range of 1 to 4 to 1 because the goal of this study is to determine whether or not a 

patient has heart disease. As a result, the attribute now has the values 0 and 1. There is 14 

attributes in this dataset and we took top 08 features for the procedure. 

 

Figure1: Correlated Features of Univariate Feature Selection 
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TABLE 3: ATTRIBUTE & DATASET VALUE RANGE 

No Attributes Data Type Description Value Range 

1 age Integer Age in years 29 to 79 

2 Sex Integer Gender instance 0 and 1 

3 CP Integer discomfort in the chest 1,2,3 and 4 

4 trestbps Integer Blood pressure at rest in MMHG 94 to 200 

5 chol Integer Mg/dl of serum cholesterol 126 to 564 

6 fps Integer 120 mg/dl or higher when fasting 0,1 

7 restacg Integer outcomes of the resting ECG 0,1 and 2 

8 thalanch Integer attained highest heart rate 71 to 202 

9 exang Integer Exercise brought on a case of angina 0,1 

10 Old-peak Integer Exercise causes ST depression 

compared to rest 

1 to 3 

11 Slope Integer Peak workout ST segment slope 1 ,2,3 

12 ca Integer Fluoroscopically colored main vessel 

count 

0 to 3 

13 thal Integer Conflict types 3,6,7 

14 num Integer heart disease diagnosis 0,1,2,3 and 4 
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3.2.1 Data Visualization 

Data visualization is a crucial tool in machine learning-based heart disease prediction 

because it makes results easy to interpret and helps to spot patterns and trends in the data 

that might not be immediately apparent. So, in this thesis we tried to visualize graphical 

images to understand it's data set more significantly. 

 

Figure 2: Histogram Visualization 
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Pair-plot:  

A pair plot, sometimes referred to as a scatter plot matrix, is a form of figure used to show 

how different variables in a dataset relate to one another. A dataset's potential variable pairs 

are plotted in this matrix. Each scatter plot in the matrix shows the correlation between two 

variables by contrasting one against the other. The matrix's diagonal elements also provide 

a histogram or kernel density estimation plot representing the distribution of each variable. 

Pair plots are useful for discovering potential outliers or correlations in exploratory data 

analysis because they enable quick illustration of interactions between variables. 

 

Figure 3.1: Pair-Plot of age, sex, cp, & thalach 
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Figure 3.2: Pair-Plot of exang, oldpeak, slope, & thal 
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3.2.2 Pre-processing 

The dataset must be pre-processed for good reflection. The dataset has undergone pre-

processing methods such as attribute missing value removal, Standard Scalar (SS), and 

Min-Max Scalar. Additionally, we changed the target attribute (num) from 0 to 1. Data 

must also be normalized or standardized before machine learning techniques may be used. 

Standardization, X = (X −µ)/σ 
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Figure 4: Dataset Preprocessing 

3.3 Statistical Analysis 

We used 1190 data total, of which 833 were used for testing and 357 were used for 

training. So, for train and test, respectively, 70% and 30% of the data are used. 

TABLE 4: VIEW OF THE DATASET 

Overall Data Train Test 

1190 833 357 

 

3.4 Proposed Methodology 

Five different classifiers have been employed by us: 

1. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE: 

The Support vector machine is a supervised machine learning technique that can solve 

problems with classification and regression. It has generally been applied to classification 

problems. Purpose of linear SVM is to generate outcome barriers that can divide n-

dimensional space into classes so that we can simply place fresh data points in the 

appropriate category in the long - run. This optimal decision boundary is known as a 

hyperplane. It separates the dataset into two classes, 0 and 1, located on opposite sides of 

the hyper-plane. 

           𝑀ⅈ𝑛𝑤,𝑏 , 𝜉𝑖
1

2
𝑤2 + 𝑐 ∑ 𝜉𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                                                    (1)                                

     𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖,𝜉𝑖≥0,     ∀𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑚}                                                                   (2)      

 

2. RANDOM FOREST: 

Random Forest is built on the idea of multi-model learning, which is the act of mixing 

different classifiers to increase the mode's performance and solve a complicated problem. 

The optimal predictive model is produced by combining a variety of learning algorithms, 

and it can outperform the predictions of any individual model. The RF method produces 

the average output of all Decision Tree algorithms. To achieve the best results, the Random 
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Forest ensemble classifier constructs and combines a number of decision trees. Typically, 

it relates to bootstrap complexation-based tree learning. 

           𝑗 =
1

𝐵
∑ 𝑓𝑏  (𝑥′)

𝐵

𝑏=1
                                                                                                                            (3) 

3.DECISION TREE: 

The graphical representation of data known as a decision tree serves as an example of 

supervised ML. The DT is set up in a way that resembles a flowchart, with each core 

location evaluating the quality, every fork deciding the test findings, and each leaf center 

identifying the cycle classifier. Relationship between the root-to-leaf path and 

representation rules to determine the typical advantages of competing options, decision 

trees and strongly linked impact outlines are employed as visual and statistical selection 

help tools in decision-making studies. Representation rules are connected to the route taken 

from the root to the leaf. Decision trees and strongly linked influence outlines are used in 

decision-making research as visual and empirical selection aids to assess the typical 

advantages of competing options. 

Entropy =− ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗 log2 𝑝𝑖𝑗

𝑚

𝑗=1
                                                                                                       (4) 

4. GRADIENT BOOSTING: 

A kind of artificial intelligence software called gradient boosting addresses the problems 

of duplication and change. A fictitious model is made up of a number of previous models 

and decision trees. It generates the model in a staged, independent way, similar to other 

sophisticated technologies, and sums up the design by permitting upgrades on optional 

works. Consider a gradient-boosting calculation with M stages for the time being. 

Assuming that the model Fm is not ideal, the slope of each stage is raised by m (1 = m = 

M). To improve Fm, we should include some new estimator's hm(x) in our computations. 

Therefore, Optimal function F(X) is obtained after iterations 𝑚−𝑡ℎ [17] that is derived as 

per: 

                 𝐹(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓
ⅈ
(𝑥)

𝑚

ⅈ=0
                                                                                                (5)                                          

where fi (x) (i = 1, 2. . .. , M) indicates feature increments, the fi (x) = − 𝜌𝑖 x gm(X).  

The highest loss function connected with negative gradients is the most recent base learner 

[7]. The negative gradient for the 𝑚−𝑡ℎ iteration is: 

 

      𝑔𝑚 = − [
𝜕𝐿(𝑦,𝐹(𝑥))

𝜕𝐹(𝑥)
] 𝐹(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑚 − 1(𝑥)                                                                      (6) 
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where gm is the path where the loss function decreases the most rapidly when F(X) = 𝐹𝑚 
−1(X) [20]. The mistake made by its prior base learner is intended to be fixed via a new 
decision tree. The T model is changed to: 

 

       𝐹𝑚(𝑥) = 𝐹𝑚 − 1 (𝑥) + 𝜌𝑚𝑥(𝑥, 𝛼𝑚)                                                                             (7)  

 

5. K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS (KNN): 

K-nearest neighbor analysis is a non-parametric method for determining sequence and 
recurrence. The data includes the composition space's k-nearest preparatory models from 
both contexts. KNN is a form of occurrence learning or gradual deployment in which all 
analyses are kept up to date until the work assessment and the capacity is only locally 
approximated. Because this analysis is based on group segregation, standardizing 
preparation data can substantially increase its accuracy. It is either classification or 
repetition; an efficient solution is to distribute the load among neighbors' promises, 
enabling the closest neighbors to provide more regular services than the farther-flung 
neighbors. 

 

3.5 Implementation Requirements 

After carefully reviewing all pertinent statistical or analytical approaches and 

methodologies, our group created a list of the hardware, software, and development tools 

that we would need to anticipate the heart disease. The most likely items needed are indeed 

the listed beneath: 

Hardware and Software Prerequisites: 

● Operating system (Windows 11) 

● RAM (16 GB) 

● Web Explorer (chrome, Microsoft) 

● Nvidia's GPU. 

Creating Tools: 

● Jupyter Notebook 

● Anaconda 

● Python 3.8 or above. 
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3.6 Implementation Procedure 

We selected a diagnosis Heart disease data set from UCI machine learning repository. Then 

we preprocess data by scaling them and there are 14 attributes in data set 13 are input 1 is 

output which is number and we use top 8 for univariate feature selection. After that, we 

split the data for training and testing. We use 70% of data for training and 30% for testing 

approach. Finally apply five classifiers and Random Forest performed best with 98.31% 

accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 5: The system that is suggested for predicting heart disease. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

The description of the dataset and an explanation of my machine learning model have been 

supplied, leading to the next section. The results of our research will be presented in this 

section. By completing this project, we will also clarify the analyses we have so far 

gathered. 

The top 8 features of the univariate features selection technique are used to generate the 

final model, which is created for 14 features. The model is then trained in a Jupyter 

notebook to achieve the best results. 

o We have gathered diseased heart dataset as we have worked on the prediction of 

heart illnesses.  

o As previously mentioned, we have obtained information from a "UCI ML 

repository."  

o The preprocessed data make the data suitable for our model. 

 

o At that stage, the data has been completed and prepped for five classifiers. 

 

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis 

A. A COMPARISON BASED ON ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS: 

The most crucial methods for assessing machine learning algorithms are accuracy. We 

create 14 features using 5 completely separate techniques. The Random Forest produced 

the highest accurate forecast, which was 98.31%, while the Decision Tree's accuracy was 

92.43%. The respective accuracies of GB and SVM are 91.03% and 86.27%. KNN's 

classifier has the lowest accuracy, 81.79%. KNN Classifier had the lowest accuracy 

(81.79%) when only 5 characteristics were analyzed (univariate feature selection). With 

the five univariate characteristics, we reach an accuracy of 92.43%, 91.03%, and 81.79% 

for the DT, GB, and KNN classifiers, respectively. The accuracy rate for the random forest 

is the greatest at 98.31%. 
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Figure 6.1: Accuracy For all 14(features) and 08 features 

 

B. A COMPARISON BASED ON PRECISION OF DIFFERENT METHODS: 

Effectiveness of classifier and hybrid algorithms has also been assessed using additional 

performance criteria, including precision. With Random Forest, the highest precision of 

98% was achieved when 14 features were taken into consideration. The precision score for 

K-nearest was the lowest, 86%. The precision scores for the decision tree and support 

vector machine are 95% and 90%, respectively. 93% was attained by Gradient Boost. The 

best precision obtained by using the five univariate features was 99% (RF), and the lowest 

precision was produced by KNN (86%). Precision scores for Gradient Boost and Support 

Vector Machine are 93% and 90%, respectively. DT gets a precision score of 95%. 
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Figure 6.2: Precision For all 14(features) and 08 features 

 

C. A COMPARISON BASED ON RECALL OF DIFFERENT METHODS: 

A recall is obtained by apportionment the number of true positives by the total number of 

true positives plus false negatives. RF received a recall score of 96%, while KNN received 

a recall score of 81%. Similarly, assuming 14 input features, DT, GB, and SVM gained 

recall scores of 92%, 91%, and 86%, accordingly. In comparison to other classifiers, 

Random Forest obtains a higher recall score (98%) and KNN generates a relatively low 

recall score of 81%. Subsequently, the Univariate feature's recall for DT, GB, and SVM 

was 92%, 91%, and 86% accordingly. 
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Figure 6.3: Recall For all 14(features) and 08 features 

 

D. A COMPARISON BASED ON F1 SCORE OF DIFFERENT METHODS: 

The relationship between Precious and Recall determines the F1 Score. While 

attempting to balance Precious and Recall, an F1 score is required. The maximum F1 

score achieved by RF for the 14 features was 96%, and the weakest F1 score received 

by KNN was 81%. The F1 Scores of 92% and 91% are consistently acquired for DT 

and GB. SVM classifiers achieve an F1 score of 86%. KNN obtains a fairly poor F1 

score of 81% when considering the five features that were chosen, while RF achieves 

the greatest F1 score of 98%. DT and GB scored 92% and 91%, respectively. Support 

Vector Machine scored an F1 score of 86%. 
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Figure 6.4: F1 Score For all 14(features) and 08 features 

 

TABLE 5: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF FIVE CLASSIFIERS 

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score 

Random Forest 98.31% 97.5% 98% 97.5% 

Decision Tree 92.43% 92% 92% 91.5% 

Gradient Boost 91.03% 90.5% 91% 90.5% 

Support Vector 

Machine 

86.27% 85.5% 86% 85.5% 

K-nearest 

Neighbor 

81.79% 81% 81.5% 81.5% 

 

E. A COMPARISON BASED ON NEGATIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF 

DIFFERENT METHODS:  

The percentage of people among those who receive a negative diagnostic test result who 

do not have the disease is known as the negative predictive value, which is a test 

performance feature. DT and RF classifiers were able to achieve the highest NPV 

(92.25%) in 14 features. Both K-nearest and gradient boosting achieve 90.14% NPV. 

The lowest NPV (85.21%) is obtained with SVM. With chosen Feature Univariate, DT, 
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RF, and GB scored the highest (92.25%) NPV. Both SVM and KNN receive (90.14%) 

NPV. 

F. A COMPARISON BASED ON FALSE POSITIVE RATE OF DIFFERENT 

METHODS: 

A subset of machine learning models allows for the measurement of an accuracy 

parameter known as the False Positive Rate. FPR is based on the number of real 

negatives that were predicted wrongly. Following the use of Univariate Feature 

Selection, SVM, GB, and KNN obtained 12.32% FPR. The false positive rate for DT 

and RF was 9.65%. Without using Univariate Feature Selection, SVM had the highest 

FPR (18.79%), and DT and RF had relatively low FPRs (9.65%). Additionally, both GB 

and KNN had an FPR of 12.32%. 

G. A COMPARISON BASED ON FALSE NEGATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT 

METHODS: 

An outcome that the model mistakenly forecasts belongs to the negative samples is 

referred to as a false negative value. The False Negative Rate for SVM, GB, and KNN 

with Univariate Feature Selection is 6.63%. RF and GB attained 5.18%. The maximum 

false negative rates for SVM without the feature selection technique are (10.09%). Both 

GB and KNN received 6.63% FNR. DT and RF were able to achieve a 5.18% False 

Negative Rate. 

H. A COMPARISON BASED ON SENSITIVITY OF DIFFERENT METHODS: 

The true positive rate, also known as sensitivity or recall, is a metric used in machine 

learning to determine the proportion of real positives that are accurately detected. Before 

using the univariate feature selection method, DT and RF had the greatest TPR 

(94.81%). GB and KNN achieved a True Positive Rate of 93.36%. The lowest TPR 

(89.90%) that SVM could attain. DT and RF had the same amount of TPR (94.81%) 

after utilizing the univariate feature selection technique. The True Positive Rate for 

SVM, GB, and KNN were all 93.36%. 

I. A COMPARISON BASED ON SPECIFICITY OF DIFFERENT METHODS 

The probability that the model would forecast negatively when the true value is 

negatively known as the true negative rate (Specificity, Selectivity). In our model, SVM 

has the lowest TNR of 81.20%, before using the univariate feature selection 

technique.GB and KNN obtain 87.67% of TNR. The highest number of True Negative 

Rates was obtained by DT and RF of 90.34%. Still 90.34% of TNR has Decision Tree 

and Random Forest after applying Univariate feature selection technique. SVM, GB, 

and KNN all obtained the same TNR, which is 87.67%. 
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Figure 7: Results of FPR, FNR, NPV, Sensitivity & Specificity 

 

4.3 Discussion 

In this thesis paper, we present an analysis of using machine learning techniques to predict 

heart disease. Five different classifiers were evaluated: Decision tree, Gradient Boosting, 

N-Nearest Neighbors, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest. The results of the 

study found that random forest provided the highest accuracy at 98.31%. We provided 

background information on heart disease and its significance as a major public health issue. 

They then detail the methods used in the study, including data pre-processing, feature 

selection, and model evaluation. The data used in the study was collected from a publicly 

available dataset, and various statistical methods were used to clean and prepare the data 

for analysis. Then we go on to present the results of the study, comparing the performance 

of each of the five classifiers. It was found that random forest had the highest accuracy 

among all the classifiers, with a 98.31% accuracy rate. we also discuss the reasons why 

random forest performed better than the other classifiers, highlighting its ability to handle 

a large number of features and its ability to handle both linear and non-linear relationships. 

Finally, we conclude by discussing the implications of the study and suggesting areas for 

future research. They indicate that machine learning techniques, particularly random forest, 

can potentially be used for heart disease prediction and could be used in clinical settings to 

improve the early detection and management of heart disease. In summary, this thesis paper 

thoroughly analyzes using machine learning techniques to predict heart disease. The results 

of the study indicate that Random Forest is the most effective classifier, with an accuracy 

of 98.31%. we provide valuable insights into the potential of machine learning in heart 

disease prediction and suggest areas for future research. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

IMPACT ON SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 

 

5.1 Impact on Society 

 
Early detection and prevention of heart disease can significantly improve patient outcomes 

because it is a leading cause of mortality and disability worldwide. The accuracy and 

effectiveness of cardiac disease prediction could be considerably increased by using 

machine learning techniques, which would have a significant influence on society. 

Potentially lessening the financial burden of heart disease on healthcare systems is one 

significant effect. Preventive actions can be made to lower the risk and delay the beginning 

of the disease by identifying those who are at a high risk of getting heart disease. Given 

that treating cardiac disease is frequently expensive and resource-intensive, this may result 

in cost savings for both people and healthcare systems. 

 

Additionally, better patient outcomes may result from improved cardiac disease prognosis. 

Healthcare professionals can undertake early measures to prevent or lessen the burden of 

the condition by quickly identifying those who are at high risk of developing heart disease. 

Patients' quality of life may increase as a result, and the frequency of early heart-related 

fatalities may decline. Finding previously unknown risk variables for the disease is another 

potential effect of machine learning-based heart disease prediction. Machine learning 

algorithms may be able to find previously undetected patterns and associations by 

evaluating massive volumes of data. This could help us understand the root causes of heart 

disease better and help us design novel treatments and preventative measures. 

 

Overall, applying machine learning to forecast cardiac disease has the chance to 

significantly advance illness detection, diagnosis, and care, with profound societal 

repercussions. 

 

 

5.2 Impact on Environment 

 
It is unclear how using machine learning to forecast cardiac disease would affect the 

environment specifically. However, the potential health advantages of enhanced cardiac 

disease prediction may have a variety of indirect effects on the environment. For instance, 

a decrease in the number of people who are unable to work or engage in physical activity 

owing to heart disease could result from its prevention and treatment. As individuals have 

the ability to be more active and rely less on driving, this may result in a decrease in the 

usage of fossil fuels for transportation. Additionally, as people can live and work for 

extended periods of time, there may be a decrease in the entire consumption of resources 

as a result of the increased longevity and health of those with heart disease. 

 

On the other side, it's likely that using machine learning to forecast heart disease could 

have some unfavorable effects on the environment. For instance, the creation of computer 
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hardware can have a negative influence on the environment, as can the development and 

implementation of machine learning systems, which may necessitate the usage of resources 

like power and water. Moreover, the application of machine learning might necessitate the 

gathering and processing of massive volumes of data, which might necessitate the usage of 

server infrastructure that consumes a lot of energy. 

 

Overall, even though it is unclear how machine learning for heart disease prediction may 

affect the environment directly, it is possible that the technology's potential health 

advantages will have either beneficial or negative indirect effects on the environment. 

 

 

5.3 Ethical Aspects 

 
When utilizing machine learning to forecast cardiac disease, there are a number of ethical 

issues to take into account. The possibility of bias in the creation and application of 

machine learning models is a crucial ethical consideration. Data is utilized to train machine 

learning models, and if the data is biased, the model may likewise be prejudiced. For 

instance, if a heart disease prediction model was trained primarily on data from one racial 

or ethnic group, the model may be less accurate for people belonging to other groups. 

According to the model's projections, people from underrepresented groups may be less 

likely to obtain the right preventative and therapeutic interventions, which could result in 

unequal access to care. Therefore, it is crucial from an ethical standpoint to ensure the 

variety and predictive ability of the data used to train machine learning models. Potential 

misuse of machine learning for prediction of heart disease is another ethical issue to take 

into account. For instance, insurers or employers might use the outcomes of heart disease 

prediction models to refuse coverage or employment to people who are thought to be at a 

high risk of contracting the illness. It is crucial to ensure that the outcomes of machine 

learning-based heart disease prediction are used ethically and in a way that respects 

people's rights and autonomy. 

 

Moreover, the use of machine learning to the prediction of heart disease raises concerns 

about the importance of technology in healthcare and the possibility of its eventual 

replacement of human healthcare workers. It is crucial to take into account the potential 

effects on healthcare professionals and to make sure that machine learning is utilized to 

complement human expertise rather than to replace it. 

 

The potential for bias and abuse, the use of technology in healthcare, and the need to respect 

people's rights and autonomy are the main ethical issues surrounding the use of machine 

learning to predict heart disease. 
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5.4 Sustainability Plan 

 
The procedures that will be done to guarantee that the use of the method is sustainable over 

the long run are outlined in a sustainability strategy for the use of machine learning for 

heart disease prediction. This can entail taking steps to address the technology's effects on 

the environment, society, and the economy. 

 

Measures to reduce the environmental impact of using machine learning to forecast heart 

disease should be part of a sustainability plan. This could involve making steps to utilize 

less resources, such water, and less energy, such as employing gear and servers that are 

energy efficient. In regard to social longevity, a strategy might address concerns about the 

likelihood of bias and technology abuse as well as possible effects on healthcare 

professionals. This could involve making ensuring that the dataset used to train machine 

learning models is diverse and representative, as well as making sure that the models' 

outputs are used morally and in a way that respects people's autonomy and rights. 

 

A sustainability strategy should include efforts to guarantee that the technology is 

affordable and beneficial to all stakeholders in order to ensure the economic sustainability 

of using machine learning to forecast cardiac disease. This may entail making efforts to cut 

expenses connected with the creation and application of the technology as well as ensuring 

that the advantages of the technology are equitably distributed among all stakeholders. 

 

In general, a sustainability strategy for using machine learning to forecast heart disease 

should address the technology's effects on the environment, society, and the economy and 

lay out the activities that will be made to assure its long-term use. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION & 

IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE WORK. 

 

6.1 Summary of the Study 

Finding the finest machine learning algorithm that can effectively predict heart illness is 

the main goal of this system. The efficiency of classifiers employing both the original 

features and the features selected using a univariate feature selection technique is 

investigated. The dataset is divided into training and testing after the feature selection 

technique is applied. The training phase will use 70% of the data, and the testing phase will 

use the remaining 30%, in accordance with model learning rates. All ensemble methods 

with classifications are created in order to compare results across the combined dataset. 

The chosen features are subjected to the application of various machine learning 

classification approaches, including SVM, DT, RF, GB, and KNN. RF had an accuracy of 

98.31% with 14 characteristics. 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

We have experimented in this research project to determine how well different ML 

algorithms perform. More conventional regression procedures can be improved with the 

use of these algorithms in terms of diagnosis and prognosis. Cardiovascular disease 

prediction is a serious issue for people, hence one of the criteria used to evaluate an 

algorithm's effectiveness is its accuracy. The diagnosis of cardiac-related disorders can be 

greatly impacted by a little improvement in prediction accuracy. Using Univariate feature 

selection as the basis for feature selection strategies, we examine the dataset's 

characteristics in this article and select the optimum collection of features. The chosen 

features are subjected to the application of a number of Classification using machine 

learning techniques, including SVM, DT, RF, GB, and KNN. Several machine learning 

classification techniques, such as SVM, DT, RF, GB, and KNN are applied to the selected 

features. With 14 features, RF had an accuracy of 98.31%. To reduce the rate of mortality 

cases through increased disease awareness, more machine learning techniques will be 

deployed in the future to analyze cardiac problems more effectively and detect illnesses 

early. 
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6.3 Implication for Further Work 

Following are a few implications that could emerge from additional research utilizing this 

heart disease: 

1. This thesis can be applied to the creation of mobile applications or websites for users. 

2. To support this thesis, additional disease kinds can be included. 

3. To enhance this thesis's results, other datasets may be incorporated. 

4. Different types of classifiers can be implemented. 
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APPENDIX RESEARCH REFLECTION 

An interesting and difficult project that called for a variety of data science skills and 

knowledge was the process of utilizing machine learning to predict heart disease. Getting 

a big, diverse dataset of people with known heart disease status to train and test the model 

on was one of the main hurdles. In order to ensure that the data was prepared for analysis, 

this needed intensive data collecting and preprocessing, including cleaning and 

normalizing the data. Finding the most pertinent and predictive variables to incorporate 

into the model after the data had been prepared was the next difficult task. The input data 

had to be carefully chosen and prepped, and new features had to be created using feature 

engineering approaches. Overall, working on this project gave me the opportunity to gain 

a wealth of information and abilities in the area of ML. It offered a chance to put these 

skills to use and advance them while also learning about the difficulties and factors related 

to applying machine learning to forecast cardiac disease. 
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